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Now a USA Today Bestseller!#1 Bestseller in Women&apos;s Fiction, romance and humorAll is fair

in love and auto maintenance.Beau Winston is the nicest, most accommodating guy in the world.

Usually.Handsome as the devil and twice as charismatic, Beau lives a charmed life as

everyone&apos;s favorite Winston Brother. But since his twin decided to leave town, and his other

brother hired a stunning human-porcupine hybrid as a replacement mechanic for their auto shop,

Beau Winston&apos;s charmed life has gone to hell in a handbasket.Shelly Sullivan is not nice and

is never accommodating. Ever.She mumbles to herself, but won&apos;t respond when asked a

question. She glares at everyone, especially babies. She won&apos;t shake hands with or touch

another person, but has no problems cuddling with a dog. And her damn parrot speaks only in curse

words. Beau wants her gone. He wants her out of his auto shop, out of Tennessee, and out of his

life.The only problem is, learning why this porcupine wears her coat of spikes opens a

Pandora&apos;s box of complexity--exquisite, tempting, heartbreaking complexity--and Beau

Winston soon discovers being nice and accommodating might mean losing what matters

most.&apos;Beard in Mind&apos; can be read as a standalone, is 130k words, and is the 4th book

in the Winston Brothers series.
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I have so much love for this series...well Penny Reid's books in general, but this series specifically.

The Winston's are wonderfully unique and the people they meet are just as unique lending a new

perspective on love and life. I hate spoilers so I'm pushing that here but I feel like this book takes

Penny to a whole new level. The understanding of living with a disorder (Shelly) is magnificent,

wonderfully written, and very sensitive.The Winston Brother's series is about loyal loving siblings

stand together and help each other navigate the complicated path of love and relationships. The

concept is beautiful and the execution is flawless. With this being the 4th book in the series you

should know the hairy band of Winston characters and if you are a Penny Reid fan you've also met

Shelly before in the Knitting in the City series. Put them all together and you get a book that you

don't want to end. I can't wait to see what Penny has in store for the last two Winston brothers.

Perfectly imperfect people who love and support and accept each other. Witty, humorous,

thoughtful, well written! There will be parts to laugh out loud as well as parts that will tug at your

heart. Oh, right, that's what this author does, EMOTIONS! She'll pull them right outa ya! :) Perfect

continuation of a GREAT series!!! SMART writing that doesn't talk down to you! LOVE LOVE LOVE!

Well perhaps this is the best addition to the series to date!!! Beau is my favorite brother--and

everyone should read this book! The author just gets better and better! This book has laughs,

sadness, and the passion we all love! Here's to another great book! I can't wait for the next brothers

"fall" into love!

Oh my goodness. This book was wonderful. Ms. Reid has a way of taking a plot line that seems

unlikely and having it beautifully fall into place. She crafts unique, quirky characters you desperately

want to fall in love and gives them a story that follows you. And best of all, she makes you laugh.

Read it. Read them all.

Oh I have to say that Beau might be my favorite Winston brother. Great book as usual. I wasn't sure

about the sudden switch in Shelly's personality but it was all forgotten not long after it occurred.



Turned out to be one of my favorites because I love Janie and she made a showing. Loved this

book!

This may be my favourite book of Penny Reid's yet. It still had her trademark intelligence and

humour. But this one filled me with so much emotion. The weight of Penny's words brought me to

tears numerous times. It's an absolute must read for everyone.

I love this book. Penny Reid captures a family of characters that is so real you can hardly wait to

visit all of them again. I hope the "WINSTON" family continues to grow so there will be many more

books to come. These are such heart warming, funny, steamy and endearing stories. I hope Penny

Reid never runs out of stories for me to enjoy.

Penny Reid is talented, I already knew that. But Beau and Shelly's story made me appreciate her

work even more. The book is not only beautiful and romantic, but it brings a powerful message. It is

not only about falling in love but also about loving yourself, even among your flaws.I will be forever

inspired by Beau's kindness and Shelly's strength. I can't wait for the next book and I simply know I

will be falling even more in love with this amazing family.
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